Tenth Session, Commencing at 7.30 pm

AUSTRALIAN BANKNOTES
CURRENCY NOTES
3003*
New South Wales, currency note for one shilling payable in
copper coin, Hutchinson, John, Sydney (April) 181(3) No (3),
(cf Dixson 265), in Copper Coin on demand crossed out and
currency written in above signature. Stuck to backing paper,
tear and holes, otherwise very good and large size, rare.
$1,000
Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.

3001*
New South Wales, currency note for ten shillings, currency,
Blaxcell, Garnham, Sydney (29th January) 1814 No(76)
(as MVR fig II) (cf Dixson 92) Garnham Blaxcell printed
vertically on left. Minute pin holes, very fine and rare,
especially in this condition.
$6,000

3004*
New South Wales, currency note for two shillings and
sixpence payable in copper coin, Jenkins, W(illiam), Sydney
(07 Oct) 18(12) No (121), MVR type AW (cf Dixson 263).
Series of minute pin holes, otherwise good fine and very
rare.
$3,000

Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.
This and the following 12 lots of currency notes were largely acquired by
Dr. Mira from Ray Jewell in 1964-5.

Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.

Unique Hobart Town Issuer

3002*
New South Wales, currency note for one shilling, payable in
copper coin, Hutchinson, John, Sydney (April 6) 181(3) No
(86), in Copper Coin on Demand crossed out and currency
written above signature. Minute holes, hole, full note, nearly
fine and rare.
$2,500

3005*
Van Diemen's Land, currency note for one shilling, Dean,
John, Hobart Town (November) 1825 No. (207) J. Dean,
Baker, Liverpool St. A full note, good fine and excessively
rare, the only known example.
$7,500

Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.

Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.
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3009*
Van Diemen's Land, currency note for Three-pence payable
in Spanish Dollars at 5s each, Stace, Thomas, Hobart
Town, (6 May) 1826 no. (B225) (MVR type fig 144). Stuck
to backing paper, holes in centre, torn vertically in centre,
otherwise a full note, very good.
$1,000

3006*
Van Diemen's Land, currency note for one Spanish-Dollar,
Lempriere & Company, Hobart Town, (20 July) 182(3) No
(R59) imprint Engraved by S Clayton Sydney, Entered C.
Bouchier. Pin holes, frail top edge and left corner off but a
full clear note, nearly fine crossed Exhibit/E(ntered) A(t)/Ross
in three lines.
$1,500

Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.

Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.

3007*
Van Diemen's Land, currency note payable in Dollars at 5s
each, Lepine, John, Hobart Town (August 1st) 1823 No.
(17) (MVR type fig 119), cabinet maker, upholsterer, &c
Humphery Street. Stuck to backing paper, a full note, vertical
folds and frail edges, otherwise good fine and rare.
$3,000

3010*
Van Diemen's Land, currency note for Six-pence payable in
Spanish Dollars at 5s each, Stace, Thomas, Hobart Town
(29 April) 1826 No. (E.39) (MVR type fig 144). Struck to
backing paper, torn down centre, otherwise very good.
$750

Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.

Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.

3011*
Van Diemen's Land, currency note for Six-pence payable in
Spanish Dollars at 5s each, Stace, Thomas, Hobart Town (10
June) 1826, No. (43) printed on alphabet paper (MVR figs
146 and 148). Corners off or torn, otherwise fine.
$1,200

3008*
Van Diemen's Land, currency note for six-pence, Robinson,
G.W., Hobart Town (August) 1824 No(GWR) MVR type
fig 139). Square note, stuck to frail paper, only fair, with
top corners off.
$500

Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.

Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.
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3014*
Australian Joint Stock Bank, one pound printer's proof,
Brisbane, Queensland, 1st January 1884, green, numbered
B50001 on left and B100000 on right, imprint of Bradbury,
Wilkinson & Co. Engravers & c. London, perforated
'Specimen/B.W & Co/London in three lines (MVR 2a).
Uncirculated and extremely rare.
$8,000

3012*
Van Diemen's Land, currency note for one shilling payable
in Dollars at 5s each, Weavell, John, Hobart Town (August
1st) 1823 No (A87) (MVR type fig 163). Stuck on backing
paper, bottom sides torn off, vertical tears through, otherwise
fair.
$750
Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.

3015*
The Bank of Adelaide, one pound sterling, Adelaide, 1st June
1892, 759493 (MVR type 3). Limp paper, flattened of folds,
pin holes, creases, soiled, stain on right margin, otherwise
fine and very rare.
$5,250

3013*
Van Diemen's Land, currency note for One Shilling, Weavell,
John, Hobart Town (Dec 4) 182(3) No (31) (MVR type fig
165). Stuck on backing paper, central holes, otherwise fair.
$750
Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection.

3016*
Bank of Australia, share certificate for one hundred pounds
sterg., No 2030, issued to Thomas de la Condamine 1st
July 1833, imprint S. Clayton Sct., printed in black ink on
vellum by Wm.Moffitt. Named to an important person in
colonial New South Wales, this certificate is of great historical
significance, good very fine and very rare.
$2,000

PRIVATE BANK ISSUES

Thomas de la Condamine, born in Guernsey, educated at the Royal Military
College, commissioned as an ensign in 1814, appointed to Royal Staff Corps
1815, promoted lieutenant in 1825 transferring to the 57th Regiment. He
arrived at Sydney in December of the same year as aide-de-camp to Governor
Sir Ralph Darling. He served in many positions in government both paid
and honorary and was connected with several institutions. He lived as a
part of Governor Darling's household and had considerable influence over
government affairs much to the consternation of more senior government
figures. The Condamine River was named in his honour as was Condamine
Street, Balgowlah. He established the Australian Subscription Library which
later became the Public Library of New South Wales. The Bank of Australia
was established by John Macarthur in 1826 with William Henry Mackenzie
as cashier after an exclusive subscription of 1,000 £100 shares. In it's early
years it was an aggressive competitor to the Bank of N.S.W. However, the
bank failed during the banking crisis in 1843 because of heavy over-lending.
(see MVR pp64-5). As a shareholder, Thomas de la Condamine lost more
than £1,200 when the bank collapsed.

lot 3014
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3019*
Bank of New South Wales, domicile North Brisbane, issued
in Moreton Bay, one pound, [1] day of [Sept] 18[53],
No.18574, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Petch, London,
Patent Hardened Steel, with Commercial Banking Co of
Sydney Ltd / 8 May rubber stamped on back (MVR type
7b). Repaired with backing paper, pieces missing around
edges, '486' handwritten and crossed out on back of note,
fair and very rare.
$15,000

3017*
The Bank of Australasia, Geelong written in replacing
Adelaide, one pound altered to ten pounds, 2 Aug, 1852, (18
printed), No. 64918, hand signed by uncertain Manager and
clerk as entered, note altered from one pound to ten pounds
by carefully inking in TEN on the ONE in each of the ovals
and block, and replacing with hand drawn TEN POUNDS
for ONE POUND in text, printed on unwatermarked paper
(?), with imprint on centre of bottom frame, 'Perkins Bacon
& Petch, London Patent Hardened Steel Plate', rubber
stamped, 'ISSUED & PAYABLE AT GEELONG' at top and
additional stamp in text 'HERE OR AT MELBOURNE'
black on white, on back two signatures with one signed
Joseph Hill, (Vort-Ronald Type One (b) (p60), and one
pound illustrated fig. 56, type for Adelaide not in Spink
Sale (Perkins Bacon Archive), but compare the illustrations
of specimen proofs for other cities). Heavily frayed edge,
also some small holes, otherwise very good, as a forgery
probably unique, and very rare for a one pound note from
this bank at this time.
$3,000

Ex Spink Australia Sale 33 (lot 2693) and Noble Numismatics Sale 75 (lot
2965).

Ex Dr. Alan Nicholson Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 49 (lot 1522)
and Sale 79 (lot 2881).
The forger has been reasonably successful for the alterations of the One
to Ten in the ornamental frames. But the alteration is less successful in
the replacing of the ONE POUND in the text to TEN POUNDS, and the
ONE undertype is still visible on the note. Consequently this note is easily
detected as a forgery. The additional stamps on the note, add to its interest
as the original One Pound issue is the only surviving note from the Geelong
emergency issue, produced as a result of the gold rush. Its survival is as a
consequence of it being an exhibit at a court case.

3020*
Bank of New South Wales, ten pounds, Rockhampton 18-,
uniface printer's proof on un-watermarked paper, imprint
Perkins Bacon & Co Patent Hardened Steel Plate, pencil
dated instructions 23rd April 1862, marked 'SPECIMEN'
in signature reserve (MVR 7c). Good extremely fine and
rare.
$15,000
Ex Perkins Bacon Archive.

3018*
The Bank of Australasia, Victoria, uniface printer's proof ten
pounds, Sandhurst, 18-, not numbered, unsigned specimen,
imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co London, Patent Hardened
Steel Plate, '10th October 1859' handwritten in pencil in
bottom margin, SPECIMEN in signature field (MVR type
1c). Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$17,000
Ex Perkins Bacon Archive.
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3021*
Bank of Van Diemen's Land, Hobart Town, one pound, 18(c1826), not numbered, printers proof on paper, vignette on
left, of farming scene and distant ships, states below, 'We
promise ..... For the President & Company of the Bank',
black on white (cfMVR 2). Stamp hinges on back corners,
extremely fine.
$13,000

The year 1893 was the most disastrous year in Australia's financial history.
The problems that came about that year had been building up over the
previous decade. In both Sydney and especially Melbourne there had been
increasingly wild speculation in land, the price of which had risen in an
astronomical fashion. On the 3rd December 1891, the Metropolitan Bank of
Melbourne closed its doors and went into liquidation. This set off a series of
chain reactions throughout Australia. A climax was reached in Melbourne at
the end of April 1893 when fourteen of the leading banks suspended payment.
Only two banks remained open all this time, The Bank of Australasia and the
Union Bank, two other banks remained open except for a day or two (Bank
of NSW and the Royal Bank). Prior to the crises there had been twenty-eight
banking and finance companies listed on the Melbourne Stock Exchange and
only those banks noted above passed through the crises without suspension.
Six other banks managed to sort out their affairs or were reconstructed. The
remaining twenty or so were liquidated. Trade and commerce was shattered
and there were many public scandals.
The general public went through a long period of quite intense suffering. The
City of Melbourne Bank had been founded in 1873 and it grew rapidly, taking
over a couple of smaller banks, such as the Joint Stock Bank of Victoria. It
prospered and was regarded as a pillar of the Melbourne Establishment. It
was suspended on 17 May 1893 and an attempt was made to reconstruct it
and re-open on June 19 (notes were overprinted with this date as was this
note), and it lingered on for a few weeks but it failed again, finally closing
its doors on 7 August 1895.

3022*
Bank of Victoria Limited, Melbourne, one pound (18-printed), 13th Dec 1901, A 068148, imprint of Bradbury
Wilkinson & Co Engravers &c. London, vignette on left,
facing head of Queen Victoria, on right arms of Great Britain
and Victoria, the number 1 in each corner within ornamental
oval tablet, one pound in block above and below, all with
ornate border, pink, orange and black on white, letter R in
black twice in design above Bank of Victoria (MVR 3c). Very
fine and a superb example of an excessively rare note.
$30,000

The second and final closure of The City of Melbourne Bank marked the
end of an era. There are only two surviving circulation notes of this bank,
this note is of the utmost rarity.

3024*
The City of Melbourne Bank Limited, Melbourne, one
pound, dated originally 1st April 1877 and red overprinted
date 19th June 1893 (dates printed), No. A 341591, uncertain
signatures, imprint of 'Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Engravers
&c London' lower centre (Vort-Ronald, cf.Fig.134a & 134b
and [p.125-6], comments p.125-6 on bank, also Tomlinson
p.48-49). Many creases and folds, tear on left and two pinholes, otherwise fine and excessively rare, being one of two
known (see previous lot for the other).
$20,000

3023*
The City of Melbourne Bank Limited, Melbourne, one
pound, dated originally 1st April 1877 and red overprinted
date 19th June 1893, (dates printed), No. A 343173, on
paper, uncertain signatures, no watermarks, imprint of
'Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Engravers &c London' lower
centre, vignette of female figure facing in oval tablet, 1 in
circular geometric frames in corners and 'ONE' in value
tablet lower left, all within rectangular frame built up on
'ONE POUND' in intricate design, states 'I Promise to pay
the Bearer on demand ONE POUND Sterling. Melbourne
... For The City of Melbourne Bank Limited', with ONE in
blue and yellow inside central area, on back arms, geometric
ovals with value tablet '1' and 'ONE' written, inside border
pattern, around, blue, yellow and black on white/red and
blue on white, (Vort-Ronald, cfFig.134a & 134b and [p1256], comments p125-6 on bank, also Tomlinson p48-49).
Many creases and folds, perforation near vignette, stain on
reverse, otherwise nearly fine and excessively rare, being one
of two known (see following lot for the other).
$16,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 71 (lot 2972). See footnote to the previous
lot.

Ex Dr. Alan Nicholson Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 49 (lot 1555)
and Sale 79 (lot 2883).

lot 3025
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3025*
The Commercial Bank of South Australia, one pound 'Ein
Pfund', Adelaide, 1st day of November 1878 (date printed),
No.A6467, handsigned by Manager and Acct., imprint of
Sands & McDougall Engravers Melbourne (MVR type 1,
p.136). Creases, folds and foxing, otherwise fine and very
rare.
$24,000

3028*
Commercial Bank of Sydney, twenty pounds, Sydney 18(c1875) uniface printer's specimen on card, cancelled with
seven small punch holes, blue and brown print, imprint W. &
A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh for Cowan & Coy., Sydney (MVR
3). Staple hole at left, light toning, otherwise extremely fine
and rare.
$16,000

3026*
Commercial Bank of Sydney, one pound, Sydney 18- (c1875)
printer's specimen, light blue print on watermarked paper,
multicoloured back, imprint W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh
for Cowan & Coy., Sydney (MVR 3?). Several pin holes,
printers instructions in margins, otherwise very fine and
very rare.
$12,000
This and the following eight lots were originally collected by Charles
J.Hutchison, born Orkney Is in 1885. He and his family came to Australia
as free settlers in 1888. He was with the CBC and ESA as a bank employee
(later manager) from about 1900 onwards.

3029*
Commercial Bank of Sydney, twenty pounds, Sydney 18(c1875) uniface printer's specimen, cancelled with four small
punch holes, mauve print on watermarked paper, imprint
W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh for Cowan & Coy., Sydney
(MVR 3). Nearly extremely fine and very rare.
$15,000

3027*
Commercial Bank of Sydney, ten pounds, Sydney 18- (c1875)
uniface printer's specimen on card, cancelled with six small
punch holes, blue and brown print, imprint W. & A.K.
Johnston, Edinburgh for Cowan & Coy., Sydney (MVR
3). Staple hole at left, light toning, otherwise extremely fine
and rare.
$13,500

3030*
Commercial Bank of Sydney, fifty pounds, Sydney 18(c1875) uniface printer's specimen, cancelled with four small
punch holes, blue print on watermarked paper, imprint W.
& A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh for Cowan & Coy., Sydney
(MVR 3). Extremely fine and very rare.
$22,000
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3034*
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, fifty pounds,
Sydney 18- (c1885) uniface printer's specimen, red print,
imprint Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. Engravers &c London
(MVR 4?). Staple hole at left, otherwise extremely fine and
very rare.
$20,000

3031*
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, ten pounds,
Sydney 18- (c1890) uniface printer's specimen, brown print,
imprint Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. London (MVR 4). Staple
hole at left, otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$13,500

3032*
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, twenty pounds,
Sydney 18- (c1890) uniface printer's specimen, orange print,
imprint Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. Engravers &c London
(MVR 4?). Staple hole at left, otherwise extremely fine and
very rare.
$18,000

3035*
English, Scottish & Australian Chartered Bank, South
Australia, ten pounds, black and white printer's proof on
card, Adelaide, 1st January 1887, imprint of Perkins, Bacon
& Co. London, three small punch hole cancellations at
bottom, printer's instructions in pencil '22nd January 187.'
in bottom margin (cfMVR 2). Remnants of glue marks on
back, extremely fine.
$10,000
Ex Perkins Bacon Archive.

3033*
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, twenty pounds,
Sydney 18- (c1890) uniface printer's specimen, green print,
imprint Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. Engravers &c London
(MVR 4?). Staple hole at left, otherwise extremely fine and
very rare.
$18,000
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3037*
The London Bank of Australia Limited, one pound,
Melbourne, 1st Febuary 1903, D72823, imprint of Bradbury
Wilkinson & Co. Ld. Engravers & c. London (MVR type
2g). Frail but full note, very good and rare.
$10,000

3036*
The London Chartered Bank of Australia, Brisbane, one
pound, dated 1 December 1887, (date fully printed),
numbered A 36361, signed by uncertain signature for
manager and countersigned by W.N.Dazell, on paper,
probably watermarked but uncertain of type, imprint of
'Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. Engravers &c London', vignettes
of shields at sides, and ornamental circular tablets with
1 in all corners, and ONE in tablet lower left, all within
rectangular ornate border inscribed 'QUEENSLAND'
below and 'BRISBANE' above, states below, 'I Promise to
pay the Bearer One Pound Stg. on Demand Value received
at Brisbane. For The London Chartered Bank of Australia',
with orange and green ONE POUND across centre with
additional geometic designs, back with large central ONE
with green frame, orange, green and black on white/red
and green on white, (Vort-Ronald, Type two (d) this Note
mentioned, comments on bank and type p.165-170, similar
issued note, illustrated Fig. 177 [p166]). A few folds and
creases, otherwise very fine and very rare.
$12,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 80 (lot 2816).

Ex Dr Alan Nicholson Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 49 (lot 1574).
The London Chartered Bank of Australia was formed in 1852 in London.
They opened branches in Melbourne and Sydney in July 1853. The Brisbane
branch (whose banknotes are much rarer than the Sydney and Melbourne
issues) opened in 1882. The bank suspended payment in April 1893 but
re-opened in August 1893. It merged in 1921 with the English, Scottish
& Australian Bank which in turn amalgamated with the A.N.Z. Bank in
1970.

3038*
The National Bank of Australasia, one pound, Adelaide,
1st November 1893 (date printed), 110043, handsigned by
Manager and countersigned, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson
& Co Engravers & c.London (MVR 4A). Creases and folds,
otherwise, good fine and very rare.
$28,000
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Queensland Treasury Note Rarities

3040*
The Government of Queensland, Queensland Treasury Note,
specimen five pounds, uniface, Treasury, Brisbane, Novr.
1st 1866, No., imprint of the Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 'Cancelled/G.W' handwritten vertically across
front (MVR p.197). Centre fold, otherwise good extremely
fine and excessively rare, possibly the only known surviving
example of a five pound note.
$22,000

3039*
The Government of Queensland, Queensland Treasury Note,
specimen one pound, uniface, Treasury, Brisbane, Jany.
1st 1867, No., imprint of the Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 'Cancelled/G.W' hand written across front (MVR
p197). Slight thinning at right edge on back having been
pasted in a book, otherwise nearly uncirculated and of the
highest rarity, one of only two known examples.
$20,000

See footnote to previous lot.

Modern-day Queensland was originally called Moreton Bay District of
New South Wales. It became the Colony of Queensland on 10 December
1859. There were not enough resources in the young colony to finance overambitious railway and public works, and the government undertook heavy
borrowing. The sale of Government Debentures was slow and the Union Bank
indicated difficulty in continuing advances, and later refused any advances
at all. However, the Oriental Bank, Sydney agency of Agra & Masterman's
Bank, agreed to place a loan in London for £500,000. As a result of this
arrangement the Union Bank agreed to advance funds, but the London firm
of Overend & Gurney failed on 10 May 1866. Its failure also brought down
Agra & Masterman's Bank and the contractor Peto, Brassey & Betts.
The Union Bank then, without notice, took the unprecedented action of
refusing to cash the Treasurer's cheques. This precipitated a crisis, for it meant
that if no money was advanced by the banks, the government could not pay
its labourers. A proposal was placed before Parliament to legislate for the
issue of legal tender notes not convertible on demand. The proposed notes
were highly criticised and they were dubbed 'Bell's Greenbacks' indicative
of their inconvertibility.

3041*
The Royal Bank of Queensland Limited, Brisbane, one
pound, dated 1 January 1887 (date printed), not numbered,
on paper with three official perforations holes, proof, no
signatures, no watermarks, imprint of 'Perkins Bacon & Co.
London', vignette of Royal Arms with supporters in centre,
'ONE' in three circle geometric frames in three corners, states
'On demand I Promise to pay to the Bearer ONE POUND
Sterling. Brisbane ... For The Royal Bank of Queensland
Limited', on back geometric name and value tablet and
numeral 1 on each side of the back, black on white/green
on white, (Vort-Ronald, Fig.220 and cfFig.221, [p213-214
an issued note], comments p.213-4 on bank, also Tomlinson
p91 a cancelled note illustrated). Good extremely fine and
very scarce.
$16,000

The Governor refused to approve their issue, as they were contrary to his
Royal instructions. The Premier resigned, and an interim government took
over on 20 July and lasted for 18 days. The interim government introduced
and passed a Bill issuing £300,000 worth of Treasury Bonds. This measure
brought some relief, but the Bank of Queensland failed, along with other
investment companies. By August the Colony was in a financial crisis.
The former Premier (Macalister) became Premier again, with J.C. McLean as
Colonial Treasurer. On 18 September the Treasury Bills Act and the Treasury
Notes Act were introduced. The notes were now to be convertible at the
Treasury, but legal tender everywhere else in Queensland. The government
believed its notes would be welcomed, because the failure of the Bank of
Queensland had brought bank notes under suspicion, but Treasury Notes did
not replace bank notes. The banks were hostile to the notes and promptly
returned them to the Treasury, preferring to circulate their own notes. In
1867, a Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly inquired into the
Treasury Note issue and recommended its withdrawal. By the time the
notes were withdrawn in 1869, they were circulating widely and had been
accepted by the public.

Ex Dr Alan Nicholson Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 49B (lot
1603).

Notes were issued from the Treasury in Brisbane, and also at Rockhampton
and Bowen before they were retired. The design of the notes was engraved
by Thomas Ham of Brisbane, and printed by the Government Printer on
special paper from London. The notes were signed by the Colonial Treasurer,
J.C.McLean and countersigned in the Note Issue Branch. Notes were issued
in denominations of £1 and £5, and contained the imprint 'By AUTHORITY,
Engraved and Printed at the Government Printing Office, Brisbane.' (Excerpt
from Michael P. Vort-Ronald, 'Banks of Issue in Australia' p197-p198).

This bank was founded in 1885 and amalgamated with the Bank of North
Queensland in 1917. The merged banks became the Bank of Queensland
and it survived until 1922 when it was taken over by the National Bank.
Notes from the Royal Bank of Queensland constituted about 5% of notes
in circulation in Queensland, but few seemed to survive. The proof and
specimen notes are also rare. A similar proof note was in the Perkins Bacon
Archive sale in May 1995 (lot 784 but was not illustrated). Proof notes are
usually found trimmed back to the edge of the design, probably a strategem
to prevent proofs being passed into circulation.
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3042*
Union Bank of Australia, one pound, issued at Melbourne
but overstamped GEELONG three times, 1 Oct, 1845, (18
printed), No. 30341, handsigned by Directors, and entered by
Horatio Hinley (the Chief Cashier), printed on watermarked
paper probably with [UNION BANK OF] AUSTRALIA
with a frame, with imprint on centre of bottom, 'Perkins
Bacon & Petch, London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate', with
vignettes of Queen Victoria and Britannia to left, kangaroo
and produce to right and ship between, black on white,
(Vort-Ronald, p223-230 on bank, five pound forgery note
of similar type illustrated, Tomlinson p101 illustrates one
pound note of type). Folds and creases, with two unobtrusive
pin holes from folds, some age toning, otherwise fine, very
rare and the earliest known note of this bank.
$16,000

3043*
Union Bank of Australia, Melbourne, one pound altered
to five pounds, 1 July 1852, (18 printed), No. 111544,
handsigned by uncertain Manager and Accountant, note
altered from one pound to five pounds by removing corners
with 1 and ONE in oval frames and replacing from other
notes by skillful attachment a 5 and FIVE in those corners,
in addition letters are added to text changing ONE POUND
to FIVE POUNDS, printed on unwatermarked paper (?),
with imprint on centre of bottom frame, 'Perkins Bacon &
Petch, London Patent Hardened Steel Plate', black on white,
(Vort-Ronald Type One (p225), and compare with other
known one pound altered to five pounds forgery, fig.227
(p223), also for specimen proof of £1 and £5 notes copied,
see Spink Sale (Perkins Bacon Archive lot 786 and 790 both
illustrated). Heavy folds and creases, major repairs to note
by additions for alterations (as above), many small holes,
and extensive toning, otherwise very good, as a forgery the
second known example, and very rare for a one pound note
from this bank at this time.
$2,400

Ex Dr. Alan Nicholson Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 49 (lot 1608)
and Sale 79 (lot 2887).
This issue of the Union Bank of Australia (1837-1951), is of utmost interest,
particularly as issued prior to the gold rush era and overstamped for issue
from Geelong (a town of 4,000 people at this time). No other note from any
bank is known to be issued from Geelong prior to the gold rush era.

Ex Dr. Alan Nicholson Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 49 (lot 1609)
and Sale 79 (lot 2889).
The forger has been reasonably successful for the alterations and additions of
the One to Five in the ornamental frames. But the alteration is less successful
in the replacing of the ONE POUND in the text to FIVE POUNDS as a
careful check shows traces of the ONE underneath and the added S is noted
to interfere with the Stg of the next word of text. Consequently this note is
relatively easy to detect as a forgery. Clever concealment of the adjustments
have been made by multiple creasing of the note.

3044*
Union Bank of Australia, one pound, Goulburn, 4th Jnry
1858 No. C/T 9841 (MVR type 2a). A full note printed
on thin paper, nearly fine and extremely rare as an issued
country town note.
$12,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 53 (lot 4181) and Dr. Alan Nicholson Collection,
Sale 79 (lot 2888).
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3048*
Bank of New South Wales, certificate on vellum for one share
of Bank Capital Stock, one hundred pounds sterling 'James
Taylor' '1st day of January 1824' No 11 Entd. Jas C. Phelps,
John Piper President, W. Walker, James Norton Directors.
transfer on back for Major Jas Taylor by Terence Murray
4th March 1824. Very fine and extremely rare.
$3,500

3045*
Union Bank of Australia, Melbourne, one pound, dated 1
Jany 1876 (187- printed), No.F452590, uniface note issue,
signed Davids (?) for manager and entered by W.Anderson,
no watermark, imprint of 'Perkins Bacon & Co. London
Patented Hardened Steel Plate', two vertical overprints of
ONE in five blue circles, blue and black on white, (VortRonald, Type two (a), Fig.228, [p224], similar note, further
comments pp223-8). Creases and folds, scattered light stains,
otherwise nearly very fine and very rare.
$15,000
Ex Spink Australia Sale 12 (lot 1304), Dr. Alan Nicholson Collection, Noble
Numismatics Sale 49 (lot 1610) and Sale 79 (lot 2890).

3049*
Bank of New South Wales, certificate on vellum for one
share of Bank Capital Stock, one hundred pounds sterling
entered in the name of Sarah Redfern at Folio 44 of the Stock
Ledger, dated 1st day of January 1824, No 178, Entd. Jas
C. Phelps, John Piper President, W. Walker, James Norton
Directors, on back Received thirty pounds Sterling account
of the within share, A.K. Mackenzie, Cashier, also, Indented
... William Redfern Esquire 14 March 1826. Very fine and
extremely rare.
$5,000

3046*
Union Bank of Australia, printer's proof one pound on
card, Sydney, 1st Jany. 1877, No.-, perforated Specimen/C.
Skipper & East at bottom (MVR-). Extremely fine or better
and very rare.
$8,000

William Redfern, a surgeon's mate in the Royal Navy, was sentenced to death
for his part in the naval mutiny of the Nore in 1797. After serving four years
in an English jail he was transported to New South Wales in 1802. He was
granted a conditional pardon after his arrival and in 1803 a full pardon.
He was appointed an assistant surgeon in 1808 and in 1811 he succeeded
D'Arcy Wentworth and became assistant surgeon of NSW and doctor to
Governor Lachlan Macquarie. In 1817 he became one of the founders of the
Bank of New South Wales. He died in 1833 leaving a very large estate and
his wife Sarah survived him by about twenty years. The suburb of Redfern
is named in his honour.

3047*
Western Australian Bank, one pound, Perth Jan., 1844
(MVR1). Unissued form, extremely fine.
$400
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3053
Van Diemen's Land, Bank of Van Diemen's Land, printed
cheque Hobart Town, 18 May 1829, Pay to Estate of John
Lakeland, £87-18-8, signed James Kelly. Left side torn out
of book with crooked tear, otherwise very fine.
$100

3050*
Bank of New South Wales, Share Certificate for one hundred
pounds, 31 May 1832, printed on vellum by William Moffitt
(no imprint), No.712 of folio 317, made out to Samuel Terry,
signed by the President, two directors and entered by J.Potts,
transferred on the back to John Malcolm 12th May 1838.
One of the earliest available Australian share certificates,
very fine and rare.
$2,000
Samuel Terry was sentenced to transportation for seven years for stealing
400 pairs of stockings. He arrived in Sydney in 1801 and in 1810 he was
granted one of the twenty liquor licences awarded. He married Rosetta Marsh
or Madden, also an innkeeper, in the same year and thereafter the Terrys
prospered. Their rapid rise to riches fuelled a great deal of gossip and Terry
had brought at least twenty eight actions in the Supreme Court by 1821.
In 1820 it was estimated that his 19,000 acres were nearly half the total
land holdings of former convicts. He was elected to the board of the Bank
of New South Wales in 1822 and again in 1828. He was one of the largest
shareholders at the time. His land included the area now occupied by Martin
Place and the G.P.O. Sydney. He died in 1838 at the age of about sixty, leaving
a personal estate of £250,000 and an annual income from his Sydney rentals
in excess of £10,000. Rosetta survived him by twenty years.

3054*
Van Diemen's Land, Derwent Bank printed cheque form,
issued to James York, four pounds sterling (15th May)
183(2), No (25) signed A.Davidson, on back James X York
his/mark witness Thos Gibbin. Holed in centre, otherwise
very fine.
$100
3055
Van Diemen's Land, Hobart Town, payment order No.26,
dated 21st May 1832 for £10.0.0 issued by Cashier of the
Derwent Bank payable to Wm Kingston, signed on back by
payee. Spike hole in centre, folds, very fine.
$100
3056
Van Diemen's Land, hand written cheques, Hobart Town;
Geo. Stockell 1834, 1835 (2) on Derwent Bank; two of
1835 issued to George Hunt and accepted by Geo. Stockell
(crossed); one by George Stockell 1834 for J. Boyes crossed
for Derwent Bank and written payable at the Bank of VDL on
back; another 1838 for John Graham. Fine or better. (7)
$150

3051*
Tamar Bank, Launceston, bank share for fifty pounds, dated
First day of September 1835 No.168 (only 183 printed), on
vellum, issued to William Field, signed by Directors, Philip
Oakden and Lewis Gilles. A very rare example of this early
bank as no banknotes are known to have survived, some
folds and pinholes, otherwise nearly extremely fine and
extremely rare.
$3,500
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 61, lot 4778 and Sale 90, lot 2742.
The Tamar Bank opened for business on 1 January 1835, and ceased
operation on 30th April 1838 when it was absorbed by the Union Bank of
Australia, re-opening the next day as the first branch of this newly formed
bank. Lewis Gilles remained as manager of the Union Bank branch. The
Union Bank continued operating until 1951 when it merged with the Bank
of Australasia to form the A.N.Z. Bank Ltd, and later in 1970 a merger with
the E.S.& A. Bank resulted in the ANZ Banking Group Ltd.

3057*
Sight Note, for three hundred pounds from a member of the
51st Regiment, James Holmes Esquire, Banker, Douglas, Isle
of Man, to John Dunn Esquire, Hobart Town, Van Diemens
Land, 7 April 1845, with a small note handwritten on a
separate piece of paper showing a discount. Some pinholes,
small hole centre top of note, very fine.
$500

3052
Van Diemen's Land, Derwent Bank, Hobart, 8 June 1829,
cheque for five pounds; handwritten cheque for forty pounds,
eleven shillings, eleven pence, dated July 7th 1830, with
Derwent Bank stamp. Very fine.(2)
$50

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 61 (lot 4721).

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 50 (lot 3242).
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3058
Bill of Exchange, printed form with details entered in ink,
Jno Flower, Eighty four pounds and Tenpence, Sydney, New
South Wales, 20th September 1841, Third of Exchange
No.71 to order of I.C.McLaren, in cartouche at left 'Sold By/
W.Wilson/York St', paper watermarked 'JOHN DAWDNEY',
endorsed on back to a third party by I.C.McLaren. Creases
and folds, otherwise very fine.
$70

3061*
Randell & Scott, Lang's Crossing, Hay, Murrum Bidgee, ten
shillings, Hay Novr.5th 1861 No.75, vignette of steam ship in
centre, imprint (faint) H.Berger Lit. Payable also in Adelaide
(cf Nicholson lot 1631) (see Mira, W.J.D., 'From Riverboat
to Iron Horse' MCC, Sydney 1990, p16). Trimmed to border,
many folds, creases and tears, stuck down (as usual) to thick
backing paper or card, fair and excessively rare, the only
known example of this denomination.
$2,500
3059*
Union Bank of Australia, Melbourne, second of exchange
note for ninety days, for £500.0.0 issued at Melbourne
Victoria (entered over Port Phillip), 6th August 1851 from
Messrs Brown and son, Launceston V.D.L., with stamps
Union Bank of Australia, Launceston and another for
Melbourne. One small hole and several pin holes, otherwise
very fine and rare.
$150

The repairer has doubled up on the n's in ten on the left.
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 54 (lot 3156), Sale 59 (lot 3105), Sale 71
(lot 2902) The John Pettit Collection, Sale 78 (lot 4614) and Sale 79 (lot
2898).

First Commonwealth Bank Cheque first sold in
Auction1

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 61 (lot 5355).

3062*
Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Bank cheque No.1, for
one pound, Sydney 20th January 1913, pay to order of
G.F.V.Cole, signed H.J.Armitage accountant (later Governor
of the Commonwealth Bank 1 July 1941 to 31 December
1948 and signatory to Australia's banknote issues for 1942
- 1948). Two vertical folds otherwise extremely fine and
unique.
$7,500

3060*
Whaling, Advance Note, Hobart Town, May 24 1867,
ship 'Planter', five pounds payable to Richard W Groves
three days after the ship has sailed from the River Derwent,
Hobart Town, signed John Anderson, Commander; drawn
on Mr Francis Anderson, No. 15 Macquarie St, Hobart
Town, green Tasmania threepence stamp affixed to front,
crossed with Payable at 15 Macquarie Street Hobart Town
John Anderson; back endorsed with signature of Richard H.
Groves. Vertical folds otherwise very fine and rare.
$1,500

Ex G.F.V.Cole Estate, Spink Australia Sale 1, lot 254, Noble Numismatics
Sale 75, lot 3163.

Ex Tasmanian Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 65, lot 3260, Sale 87,
lot 3833.
The 'Planter' was a 231 ton barque, built at Grimsby, England. It is noted as
being registered at Hobart Town in 1867, sailing from this port as a whaler
and trader under Captain Anderson until it was wrecked off Babel Island in
1877. Advance notes were given to the whaler's spouse and were a form of
income while her man was at sea.
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THE J.B. BROOKS COLLECTION

3069*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/56 152146 (R.10).
Flattened of folds, otherwise nearly very fine.
$650
3070
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/75 092242 (R.11).
Top margin with 2mm tear, good very fine.
$350

3063*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) N 762398 R (R.3b).
Good fine.
$2,500

3071
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/62 153141 (R.11).
Flattened of folds, small rust spot front left side, very fine.
$200
3072
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/92 773757 (R.11);
Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/45 023290 (R.15). Fine - very
fine. (2)
$200
3073
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/80 054781
(R.12). Light centre fold, extremely fine.
$200

3064*
Ten shillings, Miller/Collins (1923) A/20 906979 (R.4).
Extremely fine.
$4,000
3065
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/27 949359
(R.7). Very fine.
$750
3066
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/90 750084
(R.7). Very fine.
$600

3074
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/45 609936
(R.13). Uncirculated.
$200
3075
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) B/49 170164 last prefix
(R.15). Nearly very fine.
$200
3076
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AD/15 032347 (R.16);
(1961) AG/86 608047, AH/60 361246 (R.17). Good very
fine - uncirculated. (3)
$250

3067*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/11 204897 (R.9).
Nearly very fine.
$1,000
3068
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/12 203533 (R.9).
Flattened of folds, good fine.
$750

3077*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) No. A 264645 C (R.18e).
Good fine.
$2,000
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3085
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/70 708451 (R.28);
Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/45 359013 (R.29); Armitage/
McFarlane (1942) J/12 961595 (R.30a); Coombs/Watt
(1949) W/43 478383 (R.31); Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/54
255264 (R.32); (1953) HC/22 950132 (R.33); (1961) HG/83
320827 (R.34a), HJ/06 306794, HJ/74 528929 (R.34b) (2).
Fine - nearly uncirculated. (9)
$750
3086
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/37 275717 (R.29).
Flattened of centre fold, good extremely fine.
$300

3078*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) No. D 612281 T (R.21).
Good fine.
$750
3079
One pound, Miller/Collins (1923) H/56 743496 (R.23b).
Good fine.
$350

3087*
Five pounds, Collins/Allen (1914) No. V760792 (R.36b).
Creases and folds, five pin holes, nearly fine.
$5,500

3080*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/46 440583 (R.26).
Nearly uncirculated.
$1,250

3088*
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924) Q/2 027523 (R.38b).
Good fine.
$1,000

3081*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/63 618320
(R.26). Nearly extremely fine.
$650
3082
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/49 298800 (R.26).
Folds, creases, two pin holes, soiled, very good.
$150
3083
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/1 848376 (R.28).
Nearly very fine.
$300
3084
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/20 943120 (R.28).
Flattened of folds, fine.
$170

3089*
Five pounds, Riddle /Heathershaw (1927) Q/16 925968
(R.42). Flattened of folds, good very fine.
$1,500
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3098*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) U/3 329040 (R.55).
Good full body, bright colour, three folds, nearly extremely
fine.
$8,500

3090*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/20 226305 (R.44b).
Bright colour, full body, flattened of folds, otherwise nearly
extremely fine.
$1,250
3091
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/23 631109
(R.45). Full body, bright colour, flattened, slightly soiled
right side margin, nearly extremely fine.
$400
3092
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/73 414434
(R.46). Nearly extremely fine.
$400
3093
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/12 441627 (R.47).
Good fine.
$150

3099*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/2 651852 (R.57).
Nearly uncirculated.
$6,500

3094
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/55 886193 (R.48).
Nearly extremely fine.
$200
3095
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/36 297485 (R.48).
Nearly very fine.
$120
3096
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/59 540383, TB/03
353159 (R.49); (1960) TD/07 958836 (R.50). Flattened of
folds, otherwise fine - good very fine. (3)
$150

3100*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/1 570358 (R.57).
Very fine.
$2,000

Important Ten Pounds Type Note

3101*
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) V/4 117872 (R.58).
Crisp full bodied note, flattened of centre fold, otherwise
extremely fine.
$2,250
3097*
Ten pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1918) 409310 W (R.52c).
Three pin holes, good fine and rare.
$18,500

3102
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) V/4 555364 (R.58).
Nearly very fine.
$850
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3109*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) N 372916 A (R.3b).
Slightly trimmed, nearly very fine.
$3,000

3103*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/8 506206 (R.59).
Crisp bright clean note, nearly uncirculated.
$750

3110
Ten shillings, Miller/Collins (1923) A/9 064642 (R.4).
Flattened of folds, trimmed, good fine.
$850

3104*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/15 588153 (R.60).
Nearly uncirculated.
$1,000
3105
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/23 246532 (R.61).
Flattened of folds, very fine.
$650

3111*
Ten shillings, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) A/45 944133 (R.6).
Full body, very fine.
$3,500

3106
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/56 544271/2
(R.63) consecutive pair. Both notes with centre folds, nearly
extremely fine. (2)
$500
3107
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/61 072495 (R.63).
Good very fine.
$100

OTHER PROPERTIES

3112*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/61 231990
(R.7). Crisp, nearly extremely fine.
$800

3108*
Ten shillings, Collins/Allen (1913) N355800 (R.2a) last
prefix. Slightly trimmed, otherwise nearly very fine.
$3,000

3113*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/80 384959
(R.7). Original body, crisp, good very fine.
$1,200
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3114
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/90 635656
(R.7). Flattened of creases, otherwise some crispness, good
very fine.
$700
Private purchase from Greg McDonald in 1991.

3115
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/94 428042
(R.7). Good body, multiple creases, otherwise very fine or
better.
$500

3120*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/14 945420 (R.9).
Cleaned and flattened, otherwise nearly very fine and rare
in this condition.
$1,500

3116*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/83 229052
(R.7). Lightly trimmed, nearly very fine.
$650
3117
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/22 225547
(R.7), also one pound, Collins/Allen (1913) A167919E
(R.18e). Very good; poor. (2)
$100

3121*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/0 411056 (R.9).
Cleaned, flattened, otherwise fine and rare.
$1,500
3122
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/19 156316 (R.9).
Front left side margin pin hole, small tear, glue mark, back
with stain, nearly fine.
$400

3118*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) B/36 961496 (R.8a)
thick signature first pefix. Original body to paper, many
creases, rust marks on left margin, otherwise nearly fine
and rare.
$800

3123
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/22 433085 (R.10).
Flattened, nearly very fine.
$400
3124
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/27 538833 (R.10).
Flattened, bottom edge repairs, otherwise good fine.
$80

3119*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) B/41 047154 (R.8b)
thin signature. Original body, very fine.
$900
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3130
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/85 430569
(R.12); Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/58 507582 (R.13);
Coombs/Watt (1949) A/58 833178 (R.14); Coombs/Wilson
(1952) B/41 028761 (R.15). All notes flattened and slightly
trimmed, good fine - very fine. (4)
$450

3131
Ten shillings - one pound, ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane
(1939) E/97 651666, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/39 907627
(R.12, 16) (2); one pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/42
850822, (1954) HA/07 567902 (R.32, 33) (2). The first with
creases and folds and with foxing on left edge, otherwise very
fine, the rest good - very fine. (4)
$100

3125*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/3 058403 (R.11).
Flattened of centre fold, crisp extremely fine or better.
$1,500
3126
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) to ten pounds, Coombs/
Wilson (1952) (R.11, 17, 26, 32, 34b, 45, 60, 61). Flattened
and some poorly washed, R.26 with left edge tear, fair - good
fine. (8)
$150

3132
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/4 493203 (R.12);
world banknotes (8); Sydney Opera House Opening medal,
1973 and other medalets and world tokens. The first with
creases and folds and minor edge split, fine, the rest poor
- extremely fine. (20)
$60

3127*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/85 541053
(R.12). Crisp uncirculated and rare thus.
$1,000
3133*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/64 825197
(R.13). Virtually uncirculated.
$450

3134
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/59 286166
(R.13); Coombs/Watt (1942) A/71 332185 (R.14); Coombs/
Wilson (1952) B/24 387914 (R.15). Very fine - uncirculated.
(3)
$350

3128*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/22 107108
(R.12). Nearly extremely fine.
$200

3135
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/15 388016
(R.13); Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/16 759061 (R.17). Both
notes flattened of folds, otherwise very fine. (2)
$100

3129
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/14 274368
(R.12). Tiny tear at top left, otherwise flattened very fine.
$100
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3141
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/91 291087 (R.15);
(1954) AE/39 741880 (R.16); (1961) AH/62 193049 (R.17).
Very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$300

3142
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AE/87 260678 (R.16).
Flattened, nearly uncirculated.
$150
3136*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/23 460509 (R.14).
Uncirculated.
$650
3137
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/64 856759 (R.14);
Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/49 258174 (R.15), (1954) AC/04
273922 (R.16), (1961) AH/37 575787 (R.17); one pound,
Coombs/Watt (1949) I/76 960974 (R.31); Coombs/Wilson
(1952) X/54 764635 (R.32), (1961) HJ/84 485811 (R.34a),
HK/38 756779 (R.34b). Very good - very fine. (8)
$150

3143*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AF/05 783875/6 (R.16)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$500

3144
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AF/10 610544 (R.16);
(1961) AF/98 463966 (R.17). Extremely fine - nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$120

3138*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/86 492318 (R.15).
Virtually uncirculated.
$500
3139
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/90 232021 (R.15).
Uncirculated.
$500

3145*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/69 999672 (R.17)
archive note, last serial prefix. Uncirculated and rare.
$1,000

3146
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/42 209734 (R.17).
Uncirculated.
$150

3140*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/95 530303/4 (R.15)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$500
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3151
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/05 317972; AH/16
129265/6 (R.17) single and pair. Nearly uncirculated. (3)
$350
3152
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/40 874841/44
(R.17) consecutive run of four notes. All notes with light
centre fold, first note with grey tone spot in bottom margin,
very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$150
3153
Ten shillings - ten pounds, all Coombs/Wilson, ten shillings
(1961) AG/37 741098, one pound (1961) HF/70 216445,
five pounds (1954) TA/40 609977, ten pounds (1960) WA/47
661590 (R.17, 34a, 49, 63). The first note with some foxing,
very good - fine. (4)
$100
3154
Ten shillings - five pounds, ten shillings, Coombs/Watt
(1949) B/48, Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/19 (R.14, 15), one
pound, Collins/Allen (1913) 599958 K, Armitage/McFarlane
(1942) H/20, 32, 53, 78, P/90 (R.18d, 30a [5]) (6), five
pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/39 (R.46); also
folder for ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial
AA 09 051873 (McD $10 GF1). The Coombs/Wilson ten
shillings, Collins/Allen pound and the five pounds all with
edge loss or damage and some staining, the Coombs/Watt
ten shillings with some staining, overall good, the rest fine,
the folder of the last grubby and envelope damaged the note
uncirculated. (10)
$120

3147
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/39 115192/4
consecutive trio (R.17). Light flick mark at bottom left,
otherwise virtually uncirculated. (3)
$300

3155
Ten shillings - one pound, ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson
(1952) B/45 011075 (R.15), one pound, Riddle/Sheehan
(1933) M/22 996869, Coombs/Watt (1949) W/26 882645,
Coombs/Wilson (1961) HG/68 784404 (R.28, 31, 34b), also
world notes, Great Britain, one pound, Malaya and British
Borneo, one dollar, New Zealand, ten shillings and USA,
silver certificate one dollar. Very good - fine. (8)
$80
3156
Ten shillings - ten pounds, all George VI issues, ten shillings,
Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/33 964369 (R.15), one pound,
Armitage/McFarlane (1942) J/68 583954 (R.30b), five
pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/58 917250 (R.46),
ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/13 678493
(R.59). In banknote album and packaging as King George
VI issues, all described as superior quality; good very fine
- extremely fine. (4)
$1,500

3148*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/42 351497/9
(R.17) consecutive trio. Virtually uncirculated. (3)
$500

3157
Ten shillings - five pounds, ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson
(1954) AE/22 510102 (R.16), one pound, Riddle/Sheehan
(1933) N/12 019650, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/11
583637 (R.28, 30a) (2), five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane
(1941) R/55 987972 (R.46). Fine - very fine. (4)
$200

3149
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/45 413046/7
(R.17) consecutive pair. Light centre fold, otherwise
extremely fine. (2)
$120
3150
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AF/39 889235/6 (R.17)
consecutive pair. Good very fine. (2)
$100

3158
Ten shillings, five pounds and ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson
(1966) AH/02 304530 (R.17), TC/67 149889 (R.50), WA/58
541463 (R.63). Crisp, flat, virtually uncirculated. (3)
$1,000
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3159
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/53 759586 (R.17),
one pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/44 427769 (R.34b);
decimal issues, one dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNA
901085/8 four consecutive (R.78), two dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) LLX 443921 (R.89); Great Britain, one pound
(1978-80) (P.337a). The one dollar notes uncirculated, the
rest very fine - extremely fine. (8)
$50

3163*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) No. C 998534 H (R.21).
Good colour, flattened of folds, slightly trimmed, otherwise
nearly very fine.
$1,500

3160*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1910), superscribed issue on
The National Bank of Australasia Limited, one pound,
Melbourne, Z302757, superscribed serial E 551244 (R.S50).
Good body, folds and creases, slightly soiled, otherwise good
fine and rare.
$9,500

3164*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) No. C 924650 F (R.21).
A full note, fine.
$1,000
3165
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) A 898794 Q (R.21). Frail
with repair to bottom edge, otherwise very good.
$400

3161*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) No. Q016052 (R.18b).
Very good.
$1,000

3166*
One pound, Kell/Collins (1926) H/74 814877 (R.24). Pin
holes at right, otherwise good fine.
$400

3162*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) No. C 835181 A
(R.21). Very fine or slightly better and very scarce in this
condition.
$1,500

3167*
One pound, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) J/0 677403 (R.25).
Nearly extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$2,000
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3173
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/43 711649 (R.26),
Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/54 819263 (R.34a). Very good;
extremely fine. (2)
$100

3168*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/32 924176 (R.26).
Nearly uncirculated and scarce in this state.
$2,000

3174*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/96 489190 (R.27b)
thin signature. Flattened of centre fold and corner folds,
otherwise nearly extremely fine and scarce thus.
$700
3175
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/86 556174 (R.27b)
thin signature. Fine.
$300

3169*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/16 032781
(R.26). Flattened of two or three creases, otherwise extremely
fine.
$700

3176*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/46 539577 (R.28).
Extremely fine or better.
$600

3170*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/32 744044 (R.26).
Crisp nearly extremely fine.
$500

3171*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/8 941322 (R.26).
Good very fine.
$500

3177*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/34 541111 (R.28). A
few creases but original crispness, good very fine.
$500

3172
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/59 507799
(R.26). Flattened of folds, otherwise good very fine.
$550

3178
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/39 218168 (R.28).
Good fine.
$240
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3179
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/35 757485 (R.28).
Flattened of centre fold, slightly trimmed, stain on back of
note, two pin holes, good fine.
$120

3187
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) J/62 954423
(R.30b). Light centre fold, otherwise good extremely fine.
$200
3188
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/37 217417 (R.32).
Uncirculated.
$450

3180
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) to Armitage/McFarlane
(1942) (R.28, 29 and 30a). Fine. (3)
$300
3181
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/66 564170 (R.28);
Coombs/Watt (1949) I/88 546165 (R.31); Coombs/Wilson
(1952) W/96 261505 (R.32). Very good - nearly fine. (3)
$120

3189*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/11 701337/8 (R.32)
consecutive pair. Good dark green fronts, uncirculated and
scarce as such. (2)
$1,100

3182*
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) 0/96 510035 (R.29).
Flattened, virtually uncirculated.
$650

3190
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/0 507062 (R.32);
(1953) HG/64 963210 (R.33); (1961) HC/56 890568
(R.34b). All notes flattened of folds, good fine - good very
fine. (3)
$120
3191
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HC/51 967088 (R.33).
Uncirculated.
$150
3183*
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/43 146394 (R.29).
Good extremely fine.
$300
3184
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/71 074269 (R.29);
Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/39 554832 (R.30a); Coombs/
Watt (1949) W/31 527094 (R.31); Coombs/Wilson (1952)
W/89 278434 (R.32). Good - good very fine. (4)
$200
3185
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/48 757084
(R.30a). Nearly uncirculated.
$150
Sealed in Mylar holder.

3192*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HB/76 846746/7 (R.33)
consecutive pair. Good colour, uncirculated. (2)
$350

3186
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/88 566108
(R.30b). Uncirculated.
$350
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3193
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HD/96 520829/30
(R.33) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$300

3194
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/68 862481/2
(R.33) consecutive pair. Flattened, uncirculated, lighter
green backs. (2)
$300

3195
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HD/47 563803/08
(R.33) consecutive run of six notes. Third and fourth
notes with light fold, otherwise crisp, nearly uncirculated
- uncirculated. (6)
$600

3200*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HH/42 790383/4
(R.34a) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$400

3196
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HE/04, HE/71, HE/34
(R.33). The last fine, others very fine or better. (3)
$70

3201
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HG/76 707731/4
(R.34a) four consecutive notes. Light centre fold, otherwise
nearly uncirculated. (4)
$500

3197
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/36 (R.33); (1961)
HK/46 (R.34b). The first with washed back, very fine, second
good very fine. (2)
$50

3202
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HH/98 584240 (R.34a),
HJ/45 754603 (P.34b); ten shillings (1961) AH/42 351496
(R.17). Uncirculated. (3)
$300
3203
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/88 067057/8
consecutive pair (R.34b). Uncirculated. (2)
$200

3198
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HE/36 036550 (R.33);
(1961) HG/15 622658 (R.34a). Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$150

3204
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/38 880420/1; HK/62
721864/5 (R.34b) two consecutive pairs. Uncirculated. (4)
$500

3199*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HG/66 588471/2
(R.34a) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$400
3205*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) consecutive pair HK/46
314247/8 (R.34b). Virtually uncirculated but some light
ripples and toning along top edge, good extremely fine. (2)
$150
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3206
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HG/89 019818/9
(R.34b) consecutive pair. Notes with centre fold, extremely
fine. (2)
$120
3207
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HG/90 579376/9
(R.34b) consecutive run of four notes. All notes with centre
fold, extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (4)
$200

3211*
Five pounds, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) Q/9 729915 (R.40).
Frail right edge, very good.
$500

3208*
Five pounds, Collins/Allen (1913) no mosaics, early replica,
U523874 (R.35). Good very fine.
$500

3212*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/21 936972
(R.42). Trimmed, extremely fine.
$3,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 49 (lot 3129).

3209*
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924) Q/4 641962 (R.38a). Pin
holes, worn on back, still with good body, fine/very good.
$2,500

3213*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/24 790057
(R.42). Very fine, attractive type note.
$2,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 71 (lot 3089).

3214*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/12 899166
(R.42). Very fine.
$1,300

3210*
Five pounds, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) Q/8 777429 (R.40).
Frail right side and top corner off, otherwise very good.
$500
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3220*
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/24 878176
(R.45). Vertical folds and creases, two inked words on back,
otherwise good body, good fine.
$300
3221
Five pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/28 892559 (R.45).
Cleaned and flattened, fine.
$150
3215*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/19 393031
(R.42). Top and right edges trimmed, otherwise good fine.
$400
3216
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/21 868048
(R.42). Flattened and toned paper, nearly fine.
$400

3222*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/53 752880
(R.46). Virtually uncirculated.
$1,000
3223
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/73 542425
(R.46). Centre fold, nearly extremely fine.
$400
3217*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) Q/28 317889 (R.43).
Centre fold, natural body to the paper, very fine or better
and rare in this condition.
$2,500

3224*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/62 001128
(R.46). Lower left corner fold, otherwise good extremely
fine.
$300
3218*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/6 280812 (R.44a).
Flattened of folds, nearly very fine.
$1,200

3225
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/37 244744
(R.46). Flattened of folds, good extremely fine.
$300

3219
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/32 691097
(R.45). Flattened of folds, nearly extremely fine.
$400

3226
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/58 764373
(R.46). Two or three tone spots either side, otherwise good
body, very fine or better.
$150
3227
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/40 151522
(R.46). Flattened, otherwise very fine.
$200
3228
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/71 239847
(R.46). Flattened of centre fold, with repair in bottom
margin, good fine.
$120

lot 3220
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3229
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/67 454134
(R.46); Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/40 890172 (R.48); (1960)
TC/76 469812 (R.50). The first good extremely fine, the
second possibly trimmed, extremely fine, the last nearly
extremely fine. (3)
$250
3230
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/18 335364 (R.47).
Flattened of centre fold, otherwise extremely fine.
$150
3231
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) R/85 292770 first prefix
(R.47F). Flattened, small top edge nick, otherwise good
very fine.
$250

3237*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TB/19 308943/4 (R.49)
consecutive pair. Fresh, crisp uncirculated. (2)
$1,200
3238
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/65 051988/9 (R.49)
consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$700

3232
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/25 452103 (R.47);
Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/65 641917 (R.50). Both notes
flattened of folds, first note with 2mm tear in top border and
stained on back right side, fine - good very fine. (2)
$130

3239
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TB/26 533633 (R.49);
(1960) TC/78 641479 (R.50). Nearly very fine - good very
fine. (2)
$100

3233
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) R/93 747337 (R.47);
Coombs/Watt (1952) S/41 804254 (R.48); one pound,
Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/49 535718 (R.30a). First
and second notes washed, second with 5mm tear in left side
margin, good - very good. (3)
$100

3240*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1961) TD/01 363790 (R.50).
Flat, uncirculated.
$550
3241
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/20 930821 (R.50).
Uncirculated.
$350

3234*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/53 052577 (R.48).
Crisp extremely fine or better and scarce thus.
$350

3242
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TB/65 268982 (R.50).
Flat, nearly uncirculated/uncirculated.
$400

3235
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/34 148862 (R.48).
Flattened of centre fold, with repair in top margin, nearly
very fine.
$100

3243
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TB/42, TB/50, TB/65,
TB/74, TB/75, TB/85, TB/95, TC/09, TC/16, TC/34, TC/39,
TC/41, TC/57, TC/62, TC/76, TD/04, TD/08 (R.50). Mostly
fine - extremely fine. (17)
$700

3236
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/30 204575 (R.48),
(1960) TC/82 317132, TD/08 697095 (R.50). Very good
- nearly very fine. (3)
$170

3244
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/51, TC/98 (R.50)
(2); ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/34 362801
(R.63). Nearly extremely fine - extremely fine. (3)
$380
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3253
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/5 815202
(R.59). Fine.
$250
3254
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/6 506204
(R.59). Fine.
$250
3255
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/8 205454
(R.59). Fine.
$250

3245*
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) V/3 575602 (R.58)
first prefix note. Flattened of folds, otherwise good very
fine.
$850

3256
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/6 824324 (R.59).
Two pin holes near top left side, otherwise fine.
$220

3246
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) V/3 725604 (R.58).
Flattened of folds, trimmed bottom margin, nearly very
fine.
$450

3257
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/18 420195 (R.60).
Very fine.
$500

3247
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) V/4 357504 (R.58).
Two pin holes left hand side of note, otherwise nearly fine.
$300

3258
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/16 582810 (R.60).
Flattened top of vertical fold starting to seperate, limp paper
from cleaning, otherwise fine.
$100
3259
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/19 237593 (R.60);
Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/56 323836 (R.63). Good fine.
(2)
$150

3248*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/11 420789/90
(R.59) consecutive pair. Crisp originals with slight centre
folds and right edge toning, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$1,500

3260*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/23 278400 (R.61).
Flattened of folds, nearly extremely fine.
$850

3249
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/12 197824
(R.59). Very fine.
$500

3261
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/22 726231 (R.61)
last prefix. Flattened of folds, very fine.
$500

3250
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/6 016527 (R.59).
Nearly very fine.
$300

3262
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/22 937587 (R.61)
first prefix. Trimmed, good fine.
$250

3251
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/11 784385
(R.59). Flattened and has been cleaned, nearly very fine.
$350

3263
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/16 155887 (R.62).
Light centre fold, nearly uncirculated.
$400

3252
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/6 114717 (R.59).
Good fine.
$300

3264
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/18 853940 (R.62).
Flattened of folds, nearly extremely fine.
$120
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3265
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/23 572763 (R.62);
(1960) WA/56 351869 (R.63). Both notes flattened of folds,
very fine - nearly extremely fne. (2)
$350

3270*
World War II, Camp Seven Bank, Internment Camp Hay,
Three-Pence (1941) No 0120, signed R. Stahl, with ink
rubber stamp seal on front (Bullus recorded only three
examples not counting this piece). Fine and extremely rare,
only five or six known.
$2,500

3266*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/28 494070/1 (R.63)
first serial prefix consecutive pair. The first crisp and flat,
second with centre bend and slightest creasing, otherwise
nearly uncirculated and rare as such. (2)
$1,000
3267
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/60 799076 (R.63).
Flattened of centre fold, light stain in part of top border,
otherwise good very fine.
$120

3271*
World War II, Camp Seven Bank, Internment Camp Hay,
One Penny (1941) No 4904, unsigned (Bullus recorded
eight examples, not including this piece). Extremely fine and
extremely rare, only ten or eleven known.
$2,000

3268
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/58 716186 (R.63);
five pounds (1960) TD/05 939192 (R.50); one pound (1961)
HK/25 663737 (R.34b); ten shillings (1961) AG/58 757002
(R.17). Uncirculated. (4)
$1,200

WAR RELATED ISSUES AND TREASURY BONDS

3272*
Commonwealth of Australia, War Savings Certificate, World
War I, one pound, 3 December 1918, A 057023 (R.WA1).
Edges a little uneven in places, otherwise good very fine.
$750
3273
Commonwealth of Australia, War Savings Certificates, one
pound, EC335724/5 consecutive pair, payable May 1945
(R.WE1a); ten pounds, N 911557, payable 1st May 1952
(R.WD3a), all issued at Ballarat. Very fine - nearly extremely
fine. (3)
$100
3269*
World War II, Internment Camp, Hay, The Camp Seven
Bank, six pence, Mendel/Stahl C 41502, Hay, 1st March
1941. Minute pin holes, repaired tears (one large from top),
otherwise good fine.
$2,000

3274
Commonwealth of Australia, War Savings certificates, one
pound, S.G.McFarlane, AC (15.6.1944), CC (1.11.1944),
CC (1.12.1944), FC (1.11.1945), all with issuing office
stamps. Very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$50
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3277*
Commonwealth of Australia, Treasury Bond for fifty pounds,
CW 000025, issued 22 February 1961, 5-3/8% repayable
15th February, 1981, with all forty coupons attached.
Extremely fine.
$500

portion only illustrated

3275*
Commonwealth of Australia, Treasury Bond for one
thousand pounds, AJ 005440, issued 15th November
1941, 3-1/4% repayable 15th November, 1950-1957, with
fourteen coupons attached. Pin holes and pencilled numbers,
otherwise extremely fine.
$5,000
portion only illustrated

3278*
Commonwealth of Australia, Treasury Bond for ten pounds,
CW 000043, issued 22 February 1961, 5-3/8% repayable
15th February, 1981, with all forty coupons attached.
Extremely fine.
$200

3276*
Commonwealth of Australia, Treasury Bond for one hundred
pounds, BD 001103, issued 22nd March 1949, 3-1/8%
repayable 15th October, 1960-1963, with one coupon
attached. Pin holes and crease, nearly extremely fine.
$1,000

portion only illustrated

3279*
Commonwealth of Australia, Treasury Bond for one
thousand dollars, unissued, for fifteen years, 4-1/2%, due
June 15, 1971, with a separate sheet of twenty eight $22.50
coupons. Extremely fine.
$500

portion only illustrated
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SPECIMENS

3280*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), specimen note, WA/11
000013, SPECIMEN in red diagonally on front and back,
one punch hole cancellation at left near portrait (R.62). Light
centre fold, nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$35,000

3282*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), specimen polymer
commemorative issue, AA 00 000 000, specimen No 0065
(McD.DS29). Uncirculated and very rare.
$7,500

3283
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) printer's test print of
intaglio phase plate for the front, uncut section incorporating
a vertical pair from whole sheet, on blue paper, signatures
cancelled. Right margin is part of plate without inking,
extremely fine and possibly unique.
$1,500

3284*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) WFV 000000 (R.513).
Good very fine and the only example known with this prefix
and as retrieved from circulation.
$12,000

3281*
Five Dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) type 2 specimen issue,
NAA 000000 (McD.DS8). Uncirculated and very rare.
$6,000
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3287*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) specimen No
0060, serial AA 96 000 000 (McD.DS34). In folder of issue,
uncirculated and very rare.
$12,500

3285*
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995), type 4 specimen polymer
note (on R.217), AA 95 000 000, SPECIMEN No. 0587 in
black on front and SPECIMEN in black on back (McD.DS-).
Uncirculated and extremely rare, the only specimen of this
type seen, unlisted in McDonald.
$30,000

Sold together with a fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) AA 95 007908 in first
release folder and a brochure from Securency.

STAR NOTES

3288*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/95 26964*
(R.13s). Flattened, nearly very fine and very rare.
$15,000

3286*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) specimen polymer note,
No 0607, AA 95 000 000 (McD.DS33). Uncirculated and
very rare.
$6,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 50 (lot 3538).
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3289*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) G/96 02143* (R.14s)
first prefix note. Flattened of folds, light stain in top margin,
very fine.
$3,250

3292*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HC/96 05627/8*
consecutive pair (R.33s). Virtually uncirculated. (2)
$20,000

3293*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/87 86891* (R.34bs).
Vertical folds and minor creasing, otherwise crisp full bodied
original, nearly uncirculated and rare thus.
$5,000

3290*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/91 62965* (R.16s).
Flattened, otherwise very fine or better and rare.
$2,800
Ex Ranald Hill Collection.

3294
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/81 11584* (R.34bs).
Very good.
$350
3295
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/88 81160* (R.34bs).
Bottom edge split of 5mm, dirty on back left side, otherwise
fine.
$120

3291*
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/81 06863*
(R.30bs). Flattened, otherwise good extremely fine and very
rare, especially in this condition.
$15,000

3296*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/10 13927* (R.50s).
Original crispness and sheen, some handling creases and
light centre fold, otherwise good extremely fine and rare
as such.
$8,000
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3297*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAB 77231* (R.71s).
Uncirculated.
$2,250

3302*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZAH 08785* (R.72s)
last prefix. Nearly very fine.
$750

3303*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAL 42668* (R.73s).
Nearly uncirculated.
$1,750

3298*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAF 15764* (R.71s)
last prefix star note. Crisp, good extremely fine.
$800

3299
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAB 29635* (R.71s).
Very good.
$100

3300
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAC 15326* (R.71s);
AAA 811937 (R.71) first serial prefix. Rust spot top margin
on first, otherwise very fine, the second very good. (2)
$100

3304*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFB 71263* (R.81s).
Flattened of centre fold, otherwise good extremely fine.
$1,750

3301*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZAF 53231* (R.72s).
Virtually uncirculated.
$4,250

3305*
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZFH 82791* (R.82s)
first prefix star note. Crisp uncirculated, slightest evidence
of handling, rare in this condition.
$4,000
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3306*
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZFJ 47818* (R.82s).
Flattened of centre fold, nearly uncirculated.
$3,000

3310*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNB 83729* (R.202s).
Flattened of folds, extremely fine.
$2,100

3307*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSF 21692* (R.303s).
Flattened, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$1,700

3311*
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZNC 80872* (R.203s).
Nearly uncirculated.
$6,000

3308*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFQ 26332* (R.83s).
Flattened of folds, two pin holes, otherwise extremely fine.
$750

3312*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSC 36348* (R.301s).
Flattened of centre fold and crease, otherwise good extremely
fine.
$1,650
3313
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 06198* (R.301s).
Faint tone spot right margin, nearly fine.
$500
3314
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 37581* (R.301s).
Flattened, nearly fine.
$500
3315
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 30460* and ZSB
79072* (R.301s). Slight clean of stain on first and trimmed;
bottom right edge nick on second, otherwise both good
fine. (2)
$500

3309*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFS 06427* (R.83s)
last serial prefix star note. Slight creasing, natural paper,
good body, very fine.
$600
Ex Graeme Bamford Collection.
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3319*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 20773* (R.302s).
Tiny tear at top on security thread and on left corner fold,
otherwise good fine.
$1,000

3316*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 33602/3* (R.302s)
consecutive pair. Flat, uncirculated and very rare in this
condition, amongst the finest known. (2)
$20,000
Ex M.Vort-Ronald Collection, Spink Australia Sale 24 (lot 186) and Noble
Numismatics Sale 52 (lot 3607).

3320*
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSF 12085/6*,
consecutive pair (R.303s). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.
(2)
$7,000

3317*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 42572* (R.302s).
Crisp original body, diagonal crease right side, nearly
uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$2,500

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 67 (lot 2964).

3321
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSG 43255* (R.303s).
Inked number on front, minor edge nicks, good fine.
$400

3322*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 59038*
(R.403s). Crisp, with original body, centre fold, crease,
otherwise extremely fine.
$2,250

3318*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 11113* (R.302s).
Pin holes, nearly very fine.
$1,200
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3328
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 12 516983,
registration shift of hologram in panel by thirty percent
to the left (R.310a). Uncirculated, in original folder with
collector's pencil notation inside.
$100

ERROR NOTES

3323
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/50 474900 cut
high larger type margin (R.17); one dollar, Coombs/Randall
(1967) AHH 161324 cut low (R.72). Fine; very fine. (2)
$100

3329
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial second
release, AB 10 795587 first prefix (R.310bF). Reverse with
partial erroneous wet ink transfer from front of previous
note, otherwise uncirculated.
$200

3324*
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) KYK 824530 (R.89)
fade out of intaglio ink on front. Good fine.
$500
3325
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 05 203292 (R.214)
ink smudge and run on front of right half of note.
Uncirculated.
$100
3326
Five dollars, Stevens/Henry (2007) FM 07 244434/5
consecutive pair, the first with a black vertical line from
Federation Star through signature section (R.221a) (2), ten
dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) CC 96 901594 with colour
misprint on Mary Gilmore's face and blue overlapped light
blue figures 10 to her right (R.318a). Uncirculated; very
fine. (3)
$100

3330*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) DJ 93 823437/442 (R.316),
four notes, middle two checker's texta number DJ 93
823439/40 marked on CB 93 395063/4 pair as replacements.
Uncirculated and rare as such. (4)
$300

3331*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) RDX 953530 (R.412)
missing intaglio print phase on front. Extremely fine and
rare.
$1,250

part

3327*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) TZE 692831/40 (R.308)
serial for second note missing in this run of ten consecutive
notes. Flat, uncirculated and very rare as such. (10)
$500

3332
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) RNF 889516 (R.413)
wet ink transfer of 20 on front lower left corner. Nearly
extremely fine.
$100
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3333*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) RUZ 125653 (R.413)
wet ink transfer of approx two thirds of back design to the
front. Small (4mm) tear at top left edge, creases and folds,
otherwise good very fine.
$100

3334
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) YYV 703292 (R.512)
first prefix, paper crease on top right vertically causing
spacing with last serial digit and 0 of 50. Extremely fine.
$150

3337*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) ZGV 747789/90
(LHS) and ZGV 745789/90 (RHS) (R.612) mismatched
serials consecutive pair. Uncirculated and rare. (2)
$1,000

COLLECTOR FOLDERS & UNCUT NOTES

3338
Twenty Fifth Anniversary set 1991, matched last prefix pre
decimal serials with first prefix decimal serials for 1966, last
three digits 798, in plush album all case of issue set number
638/800. Uncirculated.
$4,000

3335*
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) IJ 06 620903
(R.520d) with severe ink colour error on front to right of
David Unaipon. Very fine.
$100

3339
Triple Anniversary set 1994, matched set of three decimal
notes first prefixes of five, fifty and one hundred dollars, all
ending 798 and matching the 25th Anniversary set preceding,
in presentation album in slip case, set number 682/800.
Uncirculated.
$1,750
3340
Five shillings, vignettes, 1989, Melbourne Fair issues,
numbers 3014/23 ten consecutive (McD p425 19th Ed). A
few envelopes with spot of foxing, otherwise uncirculated.
(10)
$70
3341
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988-94) Last Issue green
folder, all Brisbane Coin Fair issues LNY 937412, LNZ
937110/3 four consecutive, LPP 936451, 3 (McD $2 GF1f)
(7); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary AA 19
062640, 062650/8 nine consecutive (McD $10 GF1) (10).
Uncirculated. (17)
$200

3336*
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) serial number
179862 missing prefix and dropped 1 (R.609). Washed,
paper loss to edges and 5mm split at right edge, only fair
but a rare error.
$200
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3342
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary AA 15
021184, 90/1 consecutive pair, 94, 96/7 consecutive pair,
AA 16 074873/7 five consecutive, 074898 (McD $10 GF1)
(12); one dollar, (2, R.73, 78), two dollars (2, R.82, 89),
five dollars (R.209b), ten dollars (R.313a). The first twelve
in folders of issue, all envelopes marked or torn, otherwise
uncirculated, the rest fine - extremely fine. (18)
$180

3348
First and Last folders, ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993)
first polymer issue overprinted 1 November 1993 AA 93
007470/2 and Fraser/Cole (1993) last paper issue MRR
639572/4, three consecutive two note deluxe folders (McD
$10 F/LF1). Uncirculated. (3)
$160
3349
First and Last folders, ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993) MRR
670893/5 and AA 93 005612/4 three consecutive folders
(McD $10 F/LF 1) (3); twenty dollars, First and Last folder,
Fraser/Evans (1994) ADK 614687 and AA 94 004582 (McD
$20 F/LF 1), also one note folder BL 94 000775 (McD
$20 F/LF 2). The twenty dollar folders affected by foxing,
otherwise uncirculated. (5)
$200

3343
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) Eminent Women, black
serials AP 93 001765 and pane of twenty five stamps with
matching number, portfolio number 1765 (McD N/APT3);
twenty dollars, First Polymer Issue, 1994, Fraser/Evans
(paper), Fraser/Evans (polymer) matching serials AA 94
000209, portfolio number 109 (McD $20 PT3); also USA,
Federal Reserve, one dollar, 1985 Series, uncut block of
four (P.474 type) and two dollars, 1976 Bicentennial, uncut
block of four (P.461 type), both in US Bureau of Engraving
& Printing folders. Uncirculated. (4)
$230

3350
Five dollars, 1997, 30th Anniversary 'Famous Fives', set
of three, red overprint, Fraser/Cole (paper), Fraser/Evans
(polymer, two types) premium folder numbers 187/8
consecutive pair (McD $5 GF7) (2); proof two dollar coin/
two dollar note folder, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LQG 850600
(R.89) folder number 000600. The first two folders with
some foxing, otherwise uncirculated - FDC. (3)
$100

3344
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993), 80th Anniversary
Issue, overprinted note with special font red serial number,
M000188, 390, 410/1 consecutive pair, in folders with
matching numbers, all with covers marked, 'Issued at
Numismatic Association of Australia's First International
Coin & Banknote Fair 8-9 May 1993' (McD $20 GF
1b). One slipcase with small spot of paper loss, otherwise
uncirculated. (4)
$300

3351
Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue, 1998, Premium Series,
Macfarlane/Evans (1998) five, ten, twenty, fifty and one
hundred dollars, red serial numbers AA 98 000222, all
housed in a complete folder (McD DYF29). Uncirculated.
$250

3345
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993) 80th Anniversary Issue,
red overprint and red serial number M 001242/3 consecutive
pair and M 002797/801 five consecutive, all with matching
folder number and all Brisbane Fair issues (McD $20 GF1c).
Uncirculated. (7)
$300

3352
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) framed block of four (2)
QDF, G, Q, R and QEH, J, S, T 000031, the second with
plate number IF681 at top right (McD $5 U3). Some light
foxing near edge, otherwise uncirculated. (2)
$100

3346
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993) 80th Anniversary Issue,
red overprint and serial number and matching folder number,
M 001268/9 Brisbane Fair consecutive pair (McD $20 GF1c)
(2), M 004841/4 four consecutive (McD $20 GF1d) (4).
Uncirculated. (6)
$250

3353
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) uncut blocks of four, MFX,
Y, MGF, G and MFU, V, MGD, E and MFS, T, MGB, C
and MFQ, R, MFZ, MGA all 600730, the first with traffic
lights, the last with top selvedge, in Melbourne Fair folder
consecutive numbers 2865/8 (McD $10 U8). Uncirculated.
(4)
$220

3347
First and Last folders, ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993)
first polymer issue overprinted 1 November 1993, AA 93
006567/8 and Fraser/Cole (1993) last paper issue MRR
656813/4 two note deluxe folders, consecutive pair of first
and last prefixes (McD $10 F/LF1) (2), five dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1992) first polymer issue overprinted 7 July 1992 AA
31 000391 and last paper issue QPG 712391 deluxe folder
and AA 11 004622 and QNQ 461937 standard folder
(McD $5 F/LF1, 2) (2); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988)
Bicentenary AA 11 008297/8 and 312/4 consecutive pair and
trio (McD $10 GF1) (5). The covers of the first two folders
marked, otherwise uncirculated. (9)
$200

3354
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) uncut blocks of four with top
left note overprint International Coin Fair 16/17 November
1991, MGS, T, MHB, C and MGX, Y, MHF, G and MGU,
V, MHD, E and MGZ, MHA, MHH, J all 600698, the first
with plate number IF588 at top right, the last with traffic
lights, in Sydney Fair folder consecutive numbers 2790/3
(McD $10 U10). Uncirculated. (4)
$220
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3355
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) uncut blocks of four with top
left note overprint International Coin Fair 16/17 November
1991, MGS, T, MHB, C and MGX, Y, MHF, G and MGU,
V, MHD, E and MGZ, MHA, MHH, J all 600730, the first
with plate number IF588 at top right, the last with traffic
lights, in Sydney Fair folder consecutive numbers 2918/21
(McD $10 U10). Uncirculated. (4)
$220
3356
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) red overprint on one note,
25th Anniversary 1967-1992, uncut horizontal pair, XXV
002274, 006274 and 003274, 007274 in Melbourne Fair
folders 2189 and 2191 (McD $5 U6) (2), uncut vertical
pair, XXV 011092, 011592, with traffic lights, in Adelaide
Fair folder 0368 (McD $5 U8), uncut block of four, XXV
012284, 012784, 016284, 016784, with plate number IF685
at top right, in Sydney Fair folder 1133 (McD $5 U10).
Uncirculated. (4)
$110
3357
Ten dollars, First Polymer Issue, 1993, Fraser/Cole (paper),
Fraser/Evans (polymer) matching serial numbers AA 93
000626, portfolio number 526 (McD $10 PT1); ten dollars,
Fraser/Cole (1991) uncut vertical pair, MGQ, R 600730 with
traffic lights and Hobart Fair certificate number 2140 (McD
$10 U5); one dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) attached
to IBNS sheet to celebrate 25th Anniversary of Decimal
Currency 1966 to 1991, DPF 536712/3 on sheets 012/3
consecutive pair, DKX 577235 on 198, DNN 620279 on
207, DNN 620354/5 on 281/2 consecutive pair; set of five
decimal currency training notes, five - one hundred dollars.
Some foxing on first folder, otherwise uncirculated. (13)
$190
3358
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993) uncut blocks of four, red
serial numbers C, D, E, F 000376 and 000735 both with
top selvedge, the first with plate number IF586 at top right,
in folder numbers 376 and 735 (McD $20 U7) (2); uncut
vertical pairs, red serial numbers A, B 000829, 001707/8
consecutive numbers, all with top selvedge, the first in folder
marked NAA International Coin and Banknote Fair, in folder
numbers 829, 1707/8 (McD $20 U4) (3). The second with
foxing on top edge, otherwise uncirculated. (5)
$350
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